Abstract-In this paper, scheduling problem of flowshop with the criterion of minimizing the total flow time has been considered. An effective hybrid Quantum Genetic Algorithm and Variable Neighborhood Search (QGA-VNS or QGA VNS ) has been proposed as solution of Flow Shop Scheduling Problem (FSSP). First, the QGA is considered for global search in optimal solution and then VNS has been integrated for enhancing the local search capability. An adaptive two-point crossover and quantum interference operator (QIC) has been used in quantum chromosomes, which is based on the probability learning and quality of solution at each iteration. Further, a Longest Common Sequence (LCS) method has been adopted to construct the neighborhood solutions for intensifying local search with VNS. The neighborhood solutions will be based on the common sequence similar to the longest common sequence in global solution in each iteration, represented as LCSg. After selection of individual, VNS will be applied further exploring the local search space based on LCS neighborhood solutions. Results and comparisons with different algorithms based on the famous benchmarks demonstrates the effectiveness of proposed QGA-VNS.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the hybridization of different evolutionary algorithms has been successfully implemented for scheduling problems and has proven the effectiveness of this approach. In literature, the flowshop scheduling problem (FSSP) has been solved with different evolutionary algorithms hybridized with each other. In this paper, the hybridization of QGA with VNS has been proposed. To the best of author's knowledge, no such attempt has been reported or published before, which considers hybridization of QGA and VNS for flowshop scheduling (FSSP) with total flow-time minimization criterion. In recent decade, hybridization approach has emerged as a prominent and effective tool for taking the advantages evolutionary algorithms to produced promising optimal solutions.
A. Quantum Genetic Algorithm
The standard QGA was implemented for scheduling problem initially by [1] . Similarly, QGA was implemented successfully for first time for Flowshop scheduling problem (FSSP) by [2] . In literature, the hybridization of QGA has been reported many times for FSSP. It is obvious; merging the advantages of different evolutionary algorithms can be effective, efficient and produces better results. For FSSP many hybrid heuristics have been designed which show excellent robustness in terms of quality solutions, performance, and superior algorithms in their standalone structures. In last few years, for FSSP many algorithms have been integrated with QGA. The hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA) [3] , Hybrid Particle swarm optimization (HSPO) [4] , Hybrid Simulated Annealing [5] , Hybrid Immune Algorithms [6] , Quantum Differential Evolution Algorithms [7] , and many other heuristics can be searched in literature which has been integrated with QGA for other scheduling problem like RQEA [8] .
The quantum evolutionary algorithm (QEA or QGA) is based on the concept and principals of quantum mechanics like quantum chromosomes and parallelism of sates or superposition of quantum states. The significance of QGA is keeping the balance between exploring and exploitation search space for optimal solution. The design of QGA is based on the Q-bit, a smallest unit which contains the information, a rotation gate for variation and updating the quantum population and encoding through random keys [2] , for sequencing and order problems and an observation process which is used to convert Q-bits in binary "1" or "0". Mathematically the QGA can be described as follows:
The state of a quantum bit (Q-bit) can be represented as, |Ψ〉 = α|0〉+β|1〉. Where α and β are complex numbers that represents the probability amplitudes of the corresponding states. Therefore, α 2 and β 2 denote the probabilities that the Q-bit will be found in the "0" state or "1" state respectively. Normalization of quantum states must satisfy the condition of unity 2 2
A Q-bit individual as a string of m Q-bits can be defined as, 
, so the probability of quantum states can be represented like  1  3  1  3  00  01  10  01  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 − + + − . The above two-Q-bit system represents the information of four states. Evolutionary computing with Q-bit system has a better characteristic of population diversity due to its parallelism nature, therefore it can represent probabilities of quantum sates in terms of linear superposition.
B. Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS)
The second major content of this paper is comprised on the most recent heuristics named Variable Neighborhood Structure (VNS) [9] . Due to inherited generic simplicity and efficiency, often VNS has the most targeted choice when hybridization is required. On the other hand, the VNS exhibits the capability of finding good solutions when used with other heuristics. Recently new approaches have been developed where VNS has exhibited its capability either standalone or hybridized with other evolutionary approaches. In recent decade, VNS has been hybridizes with many heuristics for solving FSSP problem. These approaches proved to be extremely effective and produced state of art results. Most recent and significant contribution has made by [10, 11] . In mentioned approaches, most researchers has combined the two well-known neighborhoods structures named as job insert and job interchange. Both of these neighborhood structures are combined in the similar order by [12] [13] [14] . As far as the concern of flowshops literature, the authors of [15] , have tested different ways to combine these two neighborhoods. They proposed a hybrid heuristic with particle swarm and VND for investigation of no-wait flowshop problem. The experiments executed by [15] , investigated the hybridization of a PSO with two above mentioned VNS approaches, one is initiated with job insert and the other is started with job interchange. They have generated all neighborhood solutions before the decision which solutions to be migrated. The result has shown that job interchange structure as the initial neighborhood proved to be more effective and yield best performance on tested instances of the no-wait flowshop. Most recently [11] , has examined the six distinct combinations of most used neighborhood structures for FSSP. In [11] , they have provided comparison of their novel VNS4 with other approaches known as AGA and V4AGA, both are mentioned above. The VNS is known for its simplicity and effectiveness. The standard VNS [9] , gets an initial solution which belongs to global search space. After that, VNS mostly uses two procedures named as shake; which diversifies the solutions by changing to different local neighborhoods. The second named as local search; which explores for an improved solution within local neighborhood. For more detailed study of VNS the reader may refer to [9] .
The paper has been divided into five sections, focusing on different aspects. In Section II, basic formulation for Flowshop has been described. Section III describes the proposed hybrid algorithms QGA-VNS or QGA VNS . Different strategies are discussed which are implemented. Section IV presents the computational experimentation and comparison of results with standalone algorithm like GA, EDA, QGA, EDA, and hybrid format with VNS like PSO VNS , NEG VNS . Further, these results are tested and compared with Carlier, Reeves and Taillard [16] [17] [18] benchmark for different instances. Finally, in Section V the conclusions and directions for future research are discussed
The Flow-shop scheduling has a well-known history and is renowned for its NP-hard nature. In manufacturing industry, flow-shop provides logical and more convenient framework operations for different ordered jobs. The flow-shop is a kind of setup which comprises a set of several machines and jobs are processed in different sequence. In permutation flow-shop scheduling problem (PFSSP), the machine positions are kept fixed, while jobs pass the machines in the same order. All jobs have different processing times on different machine. The core purpose of PFSSP is to minimize the make-span of the schedule.
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The objective is to find a permutation π * that minimizes the max ( ) C π .
III. PROPOSED HYBRID QGA-VNS OR QGA VNS
Both QGA and VNS have been widely used in hybrid format for mining good optimal solutions at very low computational cost in terms of time and memory of machine. QGA known for finding optimal solutions in a very short time and with considerably small size of population. While VNS is known as one of the best method for local search, hence, frequently hybridize with many heuristics.
In proposed QGAVNS algorithm, QGA is used for global search for optimal solution and then VNS is incorporated for exploring the local search space. The VNS is applied on the solutions provided by QGA after each iteration. Before implementation of VNS, the solutions has been built with application of Longest Common Sequence (LCS). In the proposed algorithm, the LCS production structure used by [19] , will be incorporated. The difference between implemented LCS production, as shown below, is LCS productions scheme is not initialized with NULL value as done in [19] . In this study, the LCS will take initial value from the permutation sequence of last iteration which represents the best permutation (π) for optimal solution in current generation. This will represent like LCSg, which means this is base LCS for current generation and other will be carved out from rest of current population. Subsequently, , this LCSg is kept constant and similar LCS is found throughout current population by production method similar to the one in [19] . 
End PRODUCTION
The propped algorithm is novel in the sense that no efforts so far has been reported where these two algorithm are used with each other in hybrid format. Further we have include three very effective techniques to make this hybrid method more efficient and effective named as Longest Common Sequence(part of conclusion) (LCS), Quantum Interference and Multi point Quantum Cross Over [19] [20] [21] . The first two has been proved very effective and used by many researchers for digging out good blocks of genes that mostly constitute the optimal solutions, while the later ones are kept optional. Although in QGA nothing exists like crossover or mutation and it is significant part of standard GA. But cross-over and mutation in QGA has been used by few researchers for solving the numerical optimization problems [20] . It has been proved to be effective, so this has been chosen to be implemented in proposed algorithms for the first time.
A. Longest Common Sequence (LCS)
According to the properties of common sequence as proved by [22] has dependent upon three different subproblem the first, building the LCS between Which is shown the overleaped sub problem characteristics and so dynamic programming (DP) can be used. The author in [22] has obtained the matrix of common sequences by following procedure shown below. 
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9. Return c and b. 10. END LENGTH_LCS In LCS, p and q are the two points, which correspond to the length of LCS. In the proposed algorithm VNS will be applied at p-1 and q+1, individuals. If no improvement can be found then in the next step VNS will be implemented p+1 and q-1 on individuals which are not include in LCS.
The idea of generating LCS has been implemented in a different way. In proposed QGA VNS , the LCS has initiated with reference to the permutation ( π ) sequences of jobs which provided optimal solutions in current generation. For example if π is permutation of which corresponds to optimal solution in current generation. Then this permutation will be considered a base or LCSg. Then similar common sequence will be found throughout current population by using the production method. The only common sequences considered which will contain the similar building as LCSg or permutation of job sequence for optimal solution in current generation. This procedure will be repeated after each iteration and LCS will be obtained. The LCS obtained after production method will be further undergo local search method. For the improvement of performance of proposed approach QGA VNS , a Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) has been employed The VNS will be acted on the individual which are before the start of LCS or at the end of LCS. If no improvement has been found in certain iteration then VNS will act at different position within the length of LCS. Two effective and efficient neighborhood local search methods have been implemented named insert_local_search and swap_local_search. These are similar as introduced by [10] , are adopted in QGA VNS . The VNS will be make iterations on LCSg or current sequence π c. These iterations will continue on current sequence until no further improvement is done through continuous 50 iterations. If the obtained solution is better than current sequence which contain LSCg, then this will replace the older solution and it will be included in a global search of QGA before next iteration.
B. Quantum Interference and simple Cross Over
Although there does not exist crossover and mutation operator in standard QGA. But few researcher have applied the idea of simple crossover on quantum bits (Qbits) and quantum interference operator [20] . In simple crossover, the constituents of Q-bits α and β in each chromosomes are chosen randomly and changes position of Q-bits α and β vice versa. In fact, there is only one difference in classical cross-over and quantum crossover. The later is applied on the probabilities of Q-bits within single quantum chromosomes. The illustrations shown in fig 1-3 . These both figs. has been referred from [20] . Fig  4, the idea of inherited parallelism of QGA has been implemented on Q-bits. In this way, the QGA performance can be enhanced and more diversity in populations can be achieved, which further helps to find better optimal solution in shorter span of time.
The authors of [20] , has claimed the better results than the results of simple QGA.
C. Structure of Proposed QGA-VNS (QGA VNS )
Following, we will describe the procedures of hybrid QGA-VNS for solving the FSSP.
Step 1: Let t=0, Q-bits as an initial population are generated with equal probability. PQ (t) {p1 (t), p2 (t), p3 (t),..., pN (t)} where pi (t) denotes the ith individual.
Step 2: Convert PQ (t) to a job permutation Pp (t) and evaluate population PQ (t), and record the best solution b.
Step 3: If the stopping condition is satisfied, the best solution is exported. Otherwise, go on to the following steps.
Step 4: PQ(t) through rotation operation to generate PQ' (t) and PQ (t  1)  PQ' (t) . Pp (t) regarded as an initial population Pp' (t). Evaluate population Pp' (t) and update Pp (t).
Step 5: Apply crossover on Q-bits and apply QIC, on Pp (t) to generate Pp '(t) .And convert PQ' (t) to Pp (t) in to binary.
Step 6: Apply Production method on the converted Pp (t) in to binary for generating nearly similar LCS as in best solution.
Step 7: Apply VNS as local search (Insert and swapping) on the produced LCS from the quantum population and evaluate the local solutions by VNS.
Step 8: Solutions are compared with current generation's best b with VNS, if better than replace it in QGA and adjust quantum bit positions and then perform updating operation through rotation gate.
Step 9: Let t=t+1 and go back to Step 2.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS, COMPARISONS
Extensive experimentation was carried to demonstrate the capability and effectiveness of proposed QGAVNS algorithms. The algorithm was coded in MATLAB and executed on Pentium Dual core 1.6GHz PC. The size of quantum population was kept as 40. The length of Q-bit set to J*10 i.e. each 10 q-bits corresponds to a job. The crossover probability set to be maximum initially at 0.6 and further it will relate with ARPD. It will keep on reducing as ARPD value is reducing because ARPD equation (6) is representing the average deviation of results form a global best in in each generation.
where X i is solution produced by current algorithm and Xbest representing best solution to which comparison is being done. Where "R" is the number of replications. In our experiment we kept R=10, and termination criterion is set to (n*m/2)*30ms maximum computational time.
We have used different algorithms for comparison with our proposed algorithm. In this study NEH [23] , GA [24] , HQGA [2] have been compared against the benchmark problem of Car., Rec. Taillard [16] [17] [18] . Further, few hybrid algorithms have also been compared like, EDA, PSO VNS , NEG VNS [25, 26] for the Taillard [16] instances of medium sized i.e. n=50 and m=20. In comparison with different algorithm for benchmarking instances, proposed algorithm shows excellent performance in terms of solution quality and computational time for medium size problems. For the instances where n,m>50, the algorithm consums more computational resources and time. Therefore propped algorithm exhibits excellent performance for mid-size problems. In table. 3, average computational times are compared with other algorithm mentioned above. In terms of computational time, it is again quite efficient then standalone algorithms and performs better than the mentioned hybrid algorithms. In Fig.3 , the overall ave. performances against makespan of different algorithms are shown. It is observed that the proposed algorithm outperforms the standalone algorithms like NEH, GA, EDA. While in case of hybrid format, it has shown excellent capability to perform better than HQGA, PSO VNS and NEG VNS for medium size problems.
V. CONCLUSION
In this research article, the authors propose a novel hybrid QGA VNS for solving permutation flowshop scheduling problem. They have used a standard QGA with quite recent VNS strategies like Jarboui [10] . Further studies will consider some improved QGA with most recent state of art new and developed strategies and structure of VNS. Few changes have been adopted to build up population based on the LCSg (LCS of best solution in current generation). All the solutions in current generation, which are similar to LCSg have been brought forward, therefore VNS can be applied as local search. Jarboui VNS structure has been adopted for local search. Before application of local search, different strategies are applied on quantum population to produce more diversity. Furthermore, it has undergone for the implementation of VNS. It has been compared with independent GA, NEH, EDA and standard QGA. The computational results in this study have shown the capability and effectiveness in terms of good solutions for the problem sizes up to 50*50. Therefore, in future it will be implemented on the problem size in which both n,m > 50. In future, proposed algorithm will be refined further and compared with state of art hybrid algorithms. The strategy which has been proposed in most recent VNS algorithms named as PHEDA [19] which outperform many state of art VNS structure will be considered for implementation for future studies.
